
RED    WINE   RAFFLE

    BLUE EYED BOY      MOLLYDOOKER  Wines
Region: South Australia, McLaren Vale
Grape: Shiraz, 2018, 16% ABV; .
Price/vendor: $50 /   Empire W & L Outlet

Sarah Marquis   Owner, Chief Winemaker and mother of
the a real-life blue eyed boy will introduce herself in true
Mollydooker style; with a left-hand shake.  
(Mollydooker is Aussie for left-handed)
Sarah has a degree in winemaking and after building many
successful wine brands, founded Mollydooker. With a focus on the vineyard and a flair for creativity, 
Sarah and her wines have earned numerous accolades:  
2006 Velvet Glove Shiraz was awarded 99 points by Robert Parker. 
2014 Carnival of Love Shiraz Wine Spectator: the No. 2 wine in the world. 
2018 Blue Eyed Boy Shiraz   Wine Spectator and Robert Parker   92 points

“The 2019 Blue Eyed Boy is dense in colour with vibrant dark purple hues. A complex, alluring and lifted
nose of blueberry, fresh plum, and hints of mocha cream leap from the glass. Powerful yet delicate, the 
wine voices luscious layers of fresh berries, aniseed spice and a finishing note of chocolate cream.
Generous and dynamic layers allow the subtle tannins to create a seamless finish and great length.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WHITE      WINE     RAFFLE

  TOLPUDDLE         TOLPUDDLE VINEYARD
Region: Tasmania, Coal River Valley
Grape: Chardonnay, 2019, 13% ABV; .
Price/vendor: $53 /  Empire W & L Outlet

“This wine is true to the Tolpuddle Vineyard Chardonnay 
style:  fine and precise with firm acidity, and a combination
of lightness of texture and intensity of flavour. This vintage
has the natural acidity you would expect but is approachable
with flavour in the lemon citrus, lemon soda, lemon pith
spectrum.” 

“Has power and complexity and the right grade of reductive flair, overlaid on fresh yellow grapefruit and 
peach with flint and wet chalk, as well as attractive oak in the background. The palate has mouthwatering
white-peach and lemon flavors with a deep draw of acidity that drives the finish in really deep, precise 
and fresh. Lip-smacking resolve here. Elegance, poise and whip-cracking freshness. Drink over the next 
six years.   James Suckling  98 points.” 


